Feb. 25, 2021

Weekly Construction Activities, week of 3/1/2021

**Congress Street Enabling:**

- Retaining wall and excavation supports and reinforcement continues
- Installation of steel piles, to support excavation, expected to be complete midweek, give or take. There will be noise and slight vibration due to this operation. Additional seismographs have been added to the surrounding area to monitor the vibration activity from this operation. To minimize noise, the vibratory hammer power pack has been positioned away from Gilman and Congress streets and the engineers have approved additional separation from the pile and steel guide beam to reduce steel-to-steel noise.

**Scarborough Medical Office Building:**

- Building enclosure ongoing, brickwork and window installation continues.
- Ongoing trucking and deliveries along Campus Drive.
- Interior fit-out ongoing; Framing, Electrical, HVAC and Drywall.